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Executive Summary
Koch County is located in the Southern part of Unity State and currently under the control of SPLA in
Opposition forces. Koch and the neighboring town of Nhialdiu, Guit to the north, Mayindit and Leer,
Southern of Bentiu town are some of the worst affected areas by the conflict started in December 2013.
Koch experienced exchange of hands thus the schools for the entire county remained closed until July
2014 when some schools have been re –opened with support and encouragement of local authority. Of
course “Education Cannot Wait” the South Sudan conflict. The cluster has been assessing the possibility
of launching EiE activities in this county. INTERSOS has established presence in Koch in November
2014, which has been arranged to conduct this Initial Rapid Assessment. The purpose of assessment was
“to find out education activities in Koch County after the crises and recommend best ways to respond and
extend support”. Surveys, observation, and key informant interviews were used as mean of collecting
assessment data.
A total of 17 schools out of 47 operational schools in the county have been assessed. 1059 girls among
more than 3010 children are currently enrolled in these schools. Most of schools infrastructure including
classrooms, offices, latrines, etc. were damaged and are currently in bad conditions. Many children were
found learning under trees because there were either no classroom or classrooms were in bad condition.
The education activities were supported by volunteer teachers through encouragement of local education
authority and community. Most of schools had no water source, fences and latrines. The schools suffered
lack of school supplies and equipment. Children were found either seated on ground or using seating tool
brought from home. The schools not assessed were all closed and the reason given was that most of
teachers and students have not returned since the crisis started. The most appreciated aspect noted was the
strong and effective mobilisation of the local education authority in order to make the school function
without any support from aid agencies and government since crisis. Through support of local education
authority, the few challenges (massive flooding in area and high cost of means of transportation) met
were eased during the assessment.
Based on observations and information gathered during the assessment, the major recommendations were
the needs of rehabilitation and construction of new TLS and classrooms, provision of schools supplies
and schools equipment, improvement school hygiene and sanitation through construction of latrines,
availability of water sources for schools, incentive payment of teachers, fencing the schools, and
provision of capacity building training for teachers.

Emergency Context
Koch County is located in the Southern part of Unity State and is currently under the control of
opposition forces (SPLA, IO). Koch and the neighboring town of Nhialdiu, Guit to the north,

Mayindit and Leer which are on southern corridor of Bentiu town, are among the worst hit
conflict areas, in the country since conflict started in December 2013.
Koch experience exchange of hands by SLPA and SLPA IO and since April 2014, it is under control of
SLPA IO. The most populated areas are in Buaw Payam north of Koch, Mirmir, Ngony and Koch town
which is located along the main road leading to Bentiu town. The residents of these areas have spent
about four months hiding in bushes during the crises. It is reported that the local people starved and were
tormented, feeding on only fruits and flesh meat during this hard period of continued hostility. People
started returned to their homes by end of April after the Government forces left Leer, Mirmir, Thar-Jieth
and Koch town respectively.

The humanitarian situation detreated until by 2nd week of July 2014 when food drops was done by WFP
and its partner World Relief International (WRI). The effectiveness of schools in the area was started late
by July 15th 2014. In the middle of August, Koch was seriously hit by flood that displaced the population
of Buaw, the main agricultural area for civil population of Koch, Guol, Guar, Largoi, Bith, Jaak, Mirmir
and Ngopmadiang. The impact of flood damaged crop, displaced of civil population and disruption of
learning for children took place mainly in Buaw and Mirmir.

Assessment Objective and Methodologies

Objective: Find out education activities and situation of the schools in Koch County after the crisis and
recommend best ways to support and restart education activities.
Specific Objective:
 Find out education activities/authorities that are currently active in the county after crisis.
 Find out situation of schools in the county by evaluating: current activities, level of damage,
current needs, available assets, plans, etc.
 Find out community/teachers preparations/needs for re-starting education activities in the county.
 Prepare or evaluate comprehensive education rapid needs assessment that helps in planning restarting education activities in the county.
Methodology:
 Meet and talk to education stakeholders in the county including local education authorities,
teachers, school PTAs, school administrators, etc.
 Survey – walk into school premises and assess the situation.
 Observation – evaluated the situations of school premises, school surrounding, people coming
back to their homes, school and damages level of the school facilities etc.
Team Involved in Assessment:
The assessment team is composed of different stakeholders including INTERSOS, Windle Trust, officials
from County Education head of schools, administrators and teachers. The following officials from
INTERSOS, Windle Trust International, and Local Education Authority involved.
No. Name
01 Gatloth Gai Stephen
02 Andrew Buay Chan
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Male
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EiE Assistant
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Department
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Joseph Kham
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Peter Kun Pathot
William Ban-nyieny
David Riak Chan
Peter Koang Puot
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Gattuor Gew Ker
Puoch Magany
Nhial Wat
Michael Gatlek

Male
Male
Male
Male

Head Master
Head Master
Head Master
Head Master

Jaak Primary Sch
Guar Primary Sch
Gab Primary Sch
Ngony Primary

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Photos of the Team participated on Assessment

Community members participated this assessment
The interviewed community members 12 parents, 14 children including school children, 2 community
leaders, and 15 teachers have underlined that education was basic and life skills saving. The community
supporting and running the schools without any external support is evidence.

Major Findings

The Local Education Authority (LEA) which is under SLPA IO direct control and management was
briefed about the INTERSOS assessment plans and they took part to the assessment which lasted for a
week.
The education activities in Koch County are managed by a Local Education Area (LEA) under the direct
control of SPLA/M IO. The LEA personals are ex officials from MoE in State. LEA operates through
organized structure and work on voluntary grounds. The LEA role is to oversee education activities and
mobilize community and teachers to operate schools voluntarily so that children do not miss their classes.
The Local Education Authority counted 191 teachers, (180 males and 11 females) and about 60 volunteer
teachers in the county. Prior the crises, the county had 47 functional schools. When the crises started in
December 2013 in South Sudan, Koch County was one of worst affected causing huge displacement of
people within and outside state. A significant number of county residents including women and children
sought protection at UNMISS camp in Rubkona, in Bentiu. The LEA said that due to the effect of the
conflict, a total of 17 schools (primary schools) were functioning in the main accessible areas of the
county. A total of 1059 girls out of 3010 children are learning at the 17 schools. The LEA outlined the
following as the major shortage emerging in managing education activities in the county:
 Education supplies (chalks, exercise books, pens & pencils, school in a box, and, teachers kits)
and equipment (school desks, tables, chairs, blackboards, etc.) and NURSERY SCHOOL
NEEDS; children aged from 2-5 years are balls, colors, toys, flipchart, Doman as, chases, sitting
mate for Kids and chairs for teachers.





Teachers’ salary and motivations – teachers currently work voluntarily.
Rehabilitation and construction of school infrastructures including classrooms, TLS, and WASH
facilities.
Empowerment training – such as life skills training, peace building, skill for copying up in
stressful and emergency context - to support and enhance the current education activities is high
priority of needs in the county.

School Findings:
The following schools have been assessed during this period and their findings have been summarized
here below:
1. Thar-Jieth Primary School
This school was constructed by INTERSOS two years ago in 2012. The school located in Jaak Payam
adjusted to Thar-Jieth Oil Company north-east of Koch town 30km. It has primary grade 1 to 6. The
enrollment currently after the crises is about 310 children (88 girls) were enrolled and 18 teachers (all 18
are male) were teaching in this school. The school is current operating with support of volunteer teachers
with no salary. A total of 103 children (40 girls) are IDPs currently enrolled and accessing education with
the help of those 18 teachers. The children are hailing from Rier, Jaw and Tharnor village of Payam Jaak
county Koch. The school infrastructure composes 2 TLS blocks of 2 classrooms. The walls of classroom
are worn out and need repairing at the lower sides. There are no temporary as the constructed ones were
collapsed, classes are not enough as the school graded from p1 to p6, no office and store. The school has
not water point and fence that lead to destruction by the cattle rearing around as no guard take care of it.

Thar-Jieth Primary School-TLS constructed by INTERSOS in 2012

The school infrastructure is composed of 2 blocks of structure of 2 classrooms each. The walls of all
classrooms are damaged (worn out) and they need repairs. The school has no water point and fence that
contributes to the destruction of the school by the cattle rearing around. There are no desks in the school
at all and no latrines because all pit latrines dug by in INTERSOS those years are already collapsed. The
school needs include educational supplies (chalk, blackboards, school in a box, exercise books, text
books, pens, pencils, etc.), support of teacher’s salary, repairing of the walls of the TLS, and latrines. The
assessment team met Head Teachers and PTA chairman of this Primary School, James Puot Puok who
briefed the assessment team during surveying of the school and gathered other information needed in the
assessment by asking some relevance questions.

2. Koch Mixed Primary School
The School is located in Koch town, south-east part of town 2km away from the main town. It has
primary grade 1 to 8. After the crisis, about 457children (135 girls) were enrolled and 20 teachers males
only were teaching in this school. The school is current operating with support of volunteer teachers,
community, and LEA. A total of 200 children, 33 of whom were girls are IDPs currently enrolled and
accessing education. The children are hailing from: Golpiny, Tige, Koch-town and Bargok. The school
infrastructure is composed of 2 blocks of 3 classes each permanent constructed building, 1 block TLS of 2
classes and 2 destroyed tents with only skeletons which are still stand strong, they only need to be
rehabilitated.

Koch Primary School permanent

Koch Primary TLS by Save the Children

The walls of 2 classrooms of TLS are damaged (worn out). The 2 classrooms of tents are worn out and
need rehabilitation. 2 container storage facilities are in good condition and only need pad-locks. There is
no kitchen. There is water point near (borehole). The school desks were all looted during crisis. The
schools latrines (4 blocks) collapsed. The school major needs include; education supplies (chalk,
blackboards, school box, etc.), support of teachers’ salary and repairing all the structures including
permanent and temporary structures. The assessment team met Head Teacher of Koch Primary School,
Mr. William Riak Ban-nyany.
3. Norbor Primary School
The School located in Koch town, North-west part of town 3km away from main town. It has primary
grade 1 to 7. After the crises, about 450 children (120 girls) were enrolled and 14 teachers’ males only
were teaching in this school. The school is current operating with support of volunteer teachers,
Norbor Primary School TLS constructed by INTERSOS in 2012

community, and LEA. A total of 120 children, 40 of whom were girls are IDPs currently enrolled and
accessing education.
The school has 3 blocks of TLS 1 classrooms each with wall of 1 classroom of TLS is damaged and the 2
doors were removed and taken. There is no water point. No storage and kitchen. All latrine constructed by
INTERSOS collapsed. There are no desks and teachers chairs in this school. The school major needs
include: education supplies (chalk, blackboards, school box, etc.), support of teachers’ salary and
repairing all the structures including permanent and temporary structures. The assessment team met Head
Teacher of Norbor Primary School, Mr. James Koang Puot.
4. Mirmir Primary School
The school is mixed Primary School located in Mirmir Payam town along Leer-Bentiu road in Koch 29
km south-east. It has primary grade 1 to 8. After the crises, about 89 children (36 girls) were enrolled and
17 teachers’ males only were teaching in this school. The school was operating with support of volunteer
teachers, community, and LEA. The enrollment was low this year because of fear as it is along the main
road according to them, many children with parents are either still hiding or moved to Koch town and
nearby town like Ngony across the stream for security reason. These pupils hailed from Mirmir, KoatPadang, Bieh-chiamuk, Reng and Padiahar.

Mirmir Primary School permanent, right is dust-pit dug by IRC as part of WASH facility.

The schools needs include: education support of teachers’ salary and supplies (chalk, blackboards, school
box, etc.) as all them and many other school materials were looted. The school has water point, storage,
latrine. The assessment team was briefed by Mr. Gordon Gatluak Nhial who is the Head Teacher of
Mirmir School.
5. Koch Girl Primary School
The school is a girls Primary School and is located within Koch HQ. It has primary grade 1 to 6. After the
crisis, about 232 girls were enrolled and 17 teachers, 2 of whom are female were teaching in this school.
The school was operating with support of volunteer teachers, community, and LEA. A total of 55 girls are
IDPs and accessing education here.

Structure of the Koch girl primary left and Church using as learning space right

The school TLS structure for learning built by the community was destroyed and is currently used the
church which does not even accommodate all classes. It has no latrines, and fence. Children are learning
under tree and in the church that is for only one class and office.
The school has water point.
The schools needs include: educational supplies (chalk, blackboards, school box, exercise, books valley
ball etc.), support of teachers’ salary, construction TLS, offices, latrines, fence and educational equipment
such as desks, etc. The assessment team was briefed by Mr. Peter Kun Pathot, who is the Head Teacher of
Koch Girl Primary School.
6. Koch Free (Nursery School)
The school is for kids from 2 to 5-year old with 2 tents/TLS provided by UNICEF as learning space and
office. It is located within Koch town and it has enrolled 174 kids 63 of whom were girls after this crisis
with the help of 14 teacher with 4 of whom is female. The condition of the school is still good because
these tents were just erected this year but they need fence protect the structure as cattle and children play
in the school. The school has water point but it is currently broken down. However, IRC is planning to
rehabilitate it.

Koch-Free (Nursery) school compound and inner part of the tent right

The school needs are very distinctive as different are the school attendees, comparing to the previous
ones. The supplies needed are: ball, colors, toys, flip chart, dominos, chases, mate as seat for kid and
chairs for teachers.
7. Kuach-Lual Primary School
Kuach-Lual is a mixed school located in Kuach-Lual Payam 5 km north of Koch town. It has primary
grade 1 to 6. After the crisis, about 207children with 79 girls were enrolled and 11 teachers (1 female)
were teaching in this school. The school is current operating with the support of volunteer teachers,
community, and LEA. A total of 29 IDP children (6 girls) are enrolled and accessing education.

Kuach-Lual Primary School

The school 2 blocks of 6 classes each are all cracked therefore are likely to collapse. Pupils are learning
outside due to fear of collapsing. The school has latrines 1 block of 8 latrines but all in bad condition. The
school needs include: educational supplies (chalk, blackboards, school box, etc.), support of teachers’
salary, construction of water point and supplies of educational equipment such as desks, etc. The
assessment team was briefed by Mr. Peter Yiey Kuol who is the Head Teacher of Kuach-Lual Primary
School.
8. Bang Primary School
Bang is a mixed Primary School located in Bang village south part of Koch along the main road 6 km
from Koch HQ. It has primary grade 1 to 7 and Liech Secondary school provides the 8 grade. After the
crisis, about 127 children (20 girls) were enrolled and 15 teachers, 1 of whom female were teaching in
this school. The school is current operating with the support of volunteer teachers, community, and LEA.
The school has 3 blocks composed of 4 latrines each, water point but no fence. Children are learning
under tree. The condition of the school is good on wall, roof but almost all its window were destroyed as
the school was used as military barrack. It has some desks but most of them and other school materials
were looted. The classroom windows were looted too.

Bang Primary school constructed by government in 2011.

The schools needs include: educational supplies (chalk, blackboards, school box, exercises, books etc.),
support of teachers’ salary, fence and supplies educational equipment such as desks, etc. The assessment
team was briefed by Mr. David Riak Chan who is the Head Teacher of Bang Primary School.
9. Ngony Primary School
Ngony is a mixed Primary school and located in the extremely south of Koch County along the KochMayendit road. It has primary grade 1 to 6. After the crisis, about 149 children, 49 of whom girls were
enrolled and 15 teachers (1 female) were teaching in this school. The school is current operating with
support of volunteer teachers, community, and LEA. A total of 10 IDP boys are currently enrolled and
accessing education here. The children are hailing from: Ngony, Dogial and Tikni villages. The school
composed of one block of 4 classes was half way constructed (incomplete building) but remain
incomplete so far. Children are learning under the roof with open wall.

Ngony Primary school remains incomplete

The school needs include: educational supplies (chalk, blackboards, school box, exercise, books etc.),
conclusion of the school latrines, offices, store, fence, support of teachers salary, school equipment such
as desks, tables, etc. The assessment team met Mr. Michael Gatlek Lat who is Head Teacher of Ngony
Primary School.
Therefore, all the following schools, except for the Pakur primary school, whose pictures is not available
here and was operating in the academic year 2014-2015, has no structures at all. Children are learning
under trees. Pakur which is currently shifted to Bith, is permanent constructed. However Pakur school
was left as well as the Pakur payam was evacuated due to security reason.
10. Packur Primary School
The school is currently operating in Bith Village. It has facing double problems as the area was evacuated
due to security causes such as cattle rustling and the current crisis hit the school in an unprecedented way.
It has the same issues in term of school supplies and TLS.
Pakur is a mixed Primary School in Pakur Payam north-west of Koch town 45 km. It has primary grade 1
to 5. After the crises, about 83 children, 32 of whom girls were enrolled and 14 teachers and 1 female
were teaching in this school. The school is current operating with support of volunteer teachers,
community, and LEA in its new location of Bith. We consider the entire enrolled children as IDPs which
are hailing from; Duar, Bith, Kat and Dajuol villages. The school has no any form of structures, latrine,

water point and fence. The schools needs include educational supplies (chalk, blackboards, school box,
etc.), support of teachers’ salary, construction of water point and supplies of educational equipment such
as desks, etc. The assessment team was briefed by Mr. Gatluak Dhuor Kuajien who is the Head Teacher
of Pakur Primary School.
11. Guar Primary School
Guar is a mixed Primary School in Guar village 10km south of Koch town. It has primary grade 1 to 3.
After the crisis, about 98 children, 14 of whom girls were enrolled and 7 teachers males only were
teaching in this school. The school is currently operating with the support of volunteer teachers,
community, and LEA. A total of 40 children (7 girls) IDPs are currently enrolled and accessing education
here. The children are hailing from: Guar, Gokbuor and Bumpiny. The school has no building structure,
water point, fence, latrine and office.
The schools needs include: educational supplies (chalk, blackboards, school box, etc.), support of
teachers’ salary, TLS and supplies of educational equipment such as desks, etc. The assessment team was
briefed by Mr. Puoch Magany who is the Head Teacher of the School.
12. Guaar Primary School
Guaar is a mixed Primary School in Guaar village 19km south-east of Koch town. It has primary grade 1
to 5. After the crisis, about 102 children, 48 of whom girls were enrolled and 8 teachers males only were
teaching in this school. The school is currently operating with support of volunteer teachers, community,
and LEA. A total of 10 IDP children (6 girls) are currently enrolled and accessing education here. The
children are hailing from: Chabar, Guaar and Nyatini. The school has no building structure, water point,
fence, latrine and office.
The schools needs include: educational supplies (chalk, blackboards, school box, etc.), support of
teachers’ salary, TLS and supplies of educational equipment such as desks, etc. The assessment team was
briefed by Mr. Buoth Tap Chany who is the Head Teacher of the School.
13. Jaak Primary School
Jaak is a mixed Primary School in Jaak village 17km north of Koch town. It has primary grade 1 to 3.
After the crisis, about 112 children, 31 of whom girls were enrolled and 6 teachers and 1 female were
teaching in this school. The school is currently operating with the support of volunteer teachers,
community, and LEA. A total of 20 IDP children (6 girls) are currently enrolled and accessing education
here. The children are hailing from: Gap 2, Jac-Jac and Guoor. The school has no building structure,
water point, fence, latrine and office.
The school needs include: educational supplies (chalk, blackboards, school box, etc.), support of teachers’
salary, TLS and supplies of educational equipment such as desks, etc. The assessment team was briefed
by Mr.Gattuor Gew Ker who is the Head Teacher of the School.
14. Latkegoi Primary School
Latkegoi is a mixed Primary School in Buaw payam 21km north of Koch town. It has primary grade 1 to
3. After the crisis, about 49 children, 15 of whom girls were enrolled and 5 teachers males only were
teaching in this school. The school is currently operating with support of volunteer teachers, community
and LEA. A total of 3 IDP children, 2 girls are currently enrolled and accessing education here. The
children are hailing from: Latkegoi, Parbuony and Wulel villages. The school has no building structure,
water point, fence, latrine and office.

The schools needs include: educational supplies (chalk, blackboards, school box, etc.), support of
teachers’ salary, TLS and supplies of educational equipment such as desks, etc. The assessment team was
briefed by Mr.Peter Phar Gatloi who is the Head Teacher of the School.
15. Dharbor Primary School
Dharbor is a mixed Primary School in Mirimir Payam 17km south-east of Koch town. It has primary
grade 1 to 3. After the crises, about 105 children 47 of whom girls were enrolled and 7 teachers males
only were teaching in this school. The school is currently operating with the support of volunteer teachers,
community, and LEA. No IDPs are currently enrolled and accessing education here. The children are
hailing from: Dharbor and Thur. The school has no building structure, water point, fence, latrine and
office.
The schools needs include: educational supplies (chalk, blackboards, school box, etc.), support of
teachers’ salary, TLS and supplies of educational equipment such as desks, etc. The assessment team was
briefed by Mr.Simon Buoth Gatlow who is the Head Teacher of the School.
16. Buaw Primary School
Buaw is a mixed Primary School in Buaw Payam 35km extreme north of Koch County. It has primary
grade 1 to 6. After the crises, about 95 children 26 of whom girls were enrolled and 11 teachers males
only were teaching in this school. The school is currently operating with the support of volunteer teachers,
community, and LEA. A total of 12 IDP children (5 girls) are currently enrolled and accessing education
here. The children are hailing from: Buaw town, Marial, Chiekjiah and Buaw-Lel. The school is using
building church as learning space, there is water point nearby but no fence, latrine and office.
The schools needs include: educational supplies (chalk, blackboards, school box, etc.), support of
teachers’ salary, TLS and supplies of educational equipment such as desks, etc. The assessment team was
briefed by Mr. Peter Jiech Tap who is the Head Teacher of the School.
17. Gab Primary School
Gab is a mixed Primary School in Jaak 2 Payam 4km east across stream from Koch town. It has primary
grade 1 to 3. After the crisis, about 83 children, 25 of whom girls were enrolled and 7 teachers males only
were teaching in this school. The school is currently operating with the support of volunteer teachers,
community, and LEA. A total of 20 IDP children (3 girls) are currently enrolled and accessing education
here. The children are hailing from; Gege, Nyikan and Gab villages. The school has no any form of
building at all, no water point, fence, latrine and office. Children are learning under trees.
The schools needs include educational supplies (chalk, blackboards, school box, etc.), support of teachers’
salary, TLS construction and supplies of educational equipment such as desks, etc. The assessment team
was briefed by Mr.Nhial Wat Pathot who is the Head Teacher of the School.

Conclusion

Conclusion
The assessment teams managed to assess 17 primary schools which are functioning until Christmas time,
when they were closed. The currently functioning schools were supported by community and Local
Education Authority. More than 3010 children (1059 girls) are accessing education in the schools
assessed. 8 schools (Guar,Guar, Dharbor, Jaak, Gab, Buaw, Latkagoi and Buaw) assessed had no form of
learning structure, instead children were learning under trees. The conditions of classroom in the assessed
schools are mostly damaged and need immediate rehabilitation. It has been observed that all schools
visited had no school desks and other school material. Some classrooms in school like Bang, Koch mixed,
Mirmir and 1 class in Norbor primary schools have been assessed in good condition. Based on the

observation taken, most of the schools have no latrines and at the same time, the schools hygiene clubs
are not in place.
A total of 30 schools in Koch County could not be assessed since they are closed but some school data
have been obtained from the education authority in the area. The reason of schools closure is related with
the absence of teachers and school children who have not returned since the crisis started and also for the
apparently security threats in those areas.
Means of transportation were very expensive. The flooding in the area made accessibility almost
impossible mainly crossing to Mirmir and Guar. The local education authority and county SSRA have
been facilitating everything and through their support the assessment was conducted successfully as
planned.

Recommendation
The needs and gaps of every school has been detailed and summarized above in the findings. General
recommendations emerged from the analysis made from observations and information gathered from
different perspectives during the two days assessment conducted in Koch County:
 Most of the learning structures of the assessed schools had damages and were in bad conditions
which were not convenient for learning. Therefore, there is need for immediate rehabilitation of
damaged infrastructure, including classrooms, latrines, offices, etc.
 Most of the schools have not enough or not at all learning structure as evidence of children
learning under trees or direct sun light which is not conducive for learners.
 Most of the schools assessed had no fences, making schools located in an open area exposed to
animals and other risks. The schools should be fenced to enhance the schools protection and
security in general.
 The schools are currently supported by volunteer teachers who receive nothing but appreciation
from their community. Interviewed stakeholders showed their concern and worry about how long
the voluntary services from teachers will last. Therefore since SMoEST is not there and may not
come until the area comes under control of government, the support incentives for teachers would
boost the education in county.
 Most of the assessed schools had no latrines and water points, except for very few schools. The
few latrines found were either damaged or filled-up. Few schools had water points, therefore the
schools need the construction of latrines, water points, and washing facilities to improve water
access and school hygiene and sanitation.
 The school had no supplies since crisis started. The schools need education supplies such chalk,
books, etc. and education equipment such as desks, chairs, cupboard, blackboards, etc.
 The teachers currently working in schools as volunteer need motivation and capacity building to
enhance their skills and condition. Therefore empowerment training in EiE components would
help teachers to improve their skills in teaching.

Appendix
List of Schools Operating in Koch
No. School Name
1

Koch Mixed Primary School

Enrollment 2014-2015
Boys
Girls
Total
322
135
457

Teachers
M
F
20
0

Status
Total
20

Operates

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Koch Girls primary school
0
Koch-free ( Nursery) School
112
Kuach-Lual Primary school
128
Ngony Primary School
100
Mirmir Primary school
53
Norbor primary school
330
Bang primary school
107
Thar-Jieth Primary School
310
Jaak primary school
81
Guar primary school
84
Pakur primary school
51
Gab Primary school
58
Latkagoi primary school
34
Dharbor primary school
58
Buaw primary school
69
Guaar primary school
54
Total 1951

232
62
79
49
36
120
20
88
31
14
32
25
15
47
26
48
1059

232
174
207
149
89
450
127
398
112
98
83
83
49
105
95
102
3010

15
10
10
14
17
14
15
18
6
7
14
7
5
7
11
8
180

2
4
1
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
11

17
14
11
15
17
14
16
18
7
7
15
7
5
7
11
8
191

Operates
Operates
Operates
Operates
Operates
Operates
Operates
Operates
Operates
Operates
Operates
Operates
Operates
Operates
Operates
Operates

All these schools were assessing in Koch County on the 2nd -3rd- January 2015 with the participation of above
listed education local authority, INTERSOS, WINDLE TRUST and South Sudan Relief and
Rehabilitation Agent (SSRRA). 9 schools out of 17 have some structures, TLS and other are permanently
constructed with most of them in bad conditions.
List of schools not assessed and not operational in Koch County.
No Name of the school
Payam
Situation of Enrollments before
Structures
the crisis
1
Bieh-Kuol Primay school
Ngony
No TLS
120 children, 40 girls
2
Ganglet Primary school
Norbor
No TLS
200 children, 54 girls
3
Bith primary school
Buaw
No TLS
170 children, 20 girls
4
Marial primary school
Buaw
No TLS
230 children, 30 girls
5
Teah primary school
Buaw
No TLS
150 children, 42 girls
6
Guolekei primary school
Buaw
No TLS
70 children, 10 girls
7
Buoth 1 primary school
Pakur
No TLS
200 children, 60 girls
8
Gor primary school
Buaw
No TLS
250 children, 70 girls
9
Jac-Jac primary school
Jaak
No TLS
230 children, 25 girls
10 Buoh primary school
Mirmir
No TLS
270 children, 60 girls
11 Nyaruop primary school
Jaak
No TLS
40 children, 5girls
12 Pham primary school
Buaw
No TLS
270 children
13 Guol primary school
Jaak
No TLS
340 children, 50 girls
14 Tongedol primary school
Jaak
No TLS
220 children, 56 girls
15 Dhornor primary school
Mirmir
No TLS
203 children, 10 girls
16 Gap primary school
Jaak
No TLS
250 children, 40 girls
17 Jaak primary school
Norbor
No TLS
304 children, 45 girls

Reason for
closure
No children
No teachers
No teachers
No teachers
No children
security
Security
No teachers
No teachers
No teachers
No children
Security
No teachers
No, children
No teachers
Security
Security

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

Leah primary school
Kuei primary school
Gany primary school
Kuet primary school
Kuoler primary school
Koat primary school
Patiet primary school
Garyien primary school
Kuet primary school
Guok primary school
Buoth 2 primary school
Phat primary school

Mirmir
Gany
Gany
Gany
Ngony
Mirmir
Ngony
Ngony
Gany
Jaak
Pakur
Mirmir

No TLS
No TLS
No TLS
No TLS
No TLS
No TLS
No TLS
No TLS
No TLS
No TLS
No TLS
No TLS

170 children, 6 girls
80 children, 17 girls
180 children, 17 girls
150 children, 19 girls
170 children, 7 girls
230 children, 23 girls
210 children, 15 girls
190 children, 15 girls
90 children, 3 girls
290 children, 13 girls
300 children, 21 girls
200 children, 17 girls

No teachers
No teachers
No teachers
No teachers
No teachers
Security
No teachers
No teachers
No children
No teachers
Security
No teachers

30

Wang-choat pry. school

Pakur

No TLS

78 children, 23 girls

Security

